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DEC 9, 2020

25 of the Best Plants for Indoor Hydroponic
Gardens
MARY WICKISON

Living on a farm in Brazil, I've gained local in-depth knowledge of food, plants, and
traditions, which I share through my articles.

Even if you don't consider yourself a gardener or don't have an outside space for
gardening, you can still enjoy the benefits of growing your own plants. There are many
that can be grown indoors hydroponically, including herbs, vegetables, and house plants.

I have put together 25 plants that are easy to grow in water or hydroponically. Although
many plants will root and grow well in just a glass jar and a little water, you can accelerate
their growth with correct plant nutrition and adequate lighting and be harvesting faster
than you would from an outside vegetable garden.

Most of these selections you will likely already know of, but you may not be aware that
they can be grown without soil. If you're ready, let's get started.

Growing Herbs Hydroponically
Imagine being able to pick fresh herbs whenever you need them. That could change, not
just the taste of your food, but also the nutrient content in the dishes you prepare. It's also
important to note that although you can plant from seeds in most cases, taking a cutting
is the preferred option. This method not only gets the plant growing stronger but faster as
well. Ask friends and family if they have this growing an ask for a cutting.

Herbs Well Suited to Hydroponics

Common
Name

Latin Name Seeds Cuttings

Tarragon Artemisia
dracunculus

No Yes, from spring
shoots

Peppermint Mentha piperita No Yes

https://dengarden.com/@blond-logic
https://dengarden.com/
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Growing Vegetables
Hydroponically
In addition to the above herbs, there are many more types of plants you can grow in a
water-based growing medium, including various vegetables. Many are the same types you
would grow in your outside garden, and others are a variety specifically developed to
flourish in a smaller space. Remember that as long as you are feeding your plant and
giving it light, it will grow.

To support larger plants like tomatoes, I prefer to use clay pebbles, as they allow the roots
to have a firm hold on something. The table below shows just some of the vegetable
plants you can grow hydroponically.

Vegetables Well Suited to
Hydroponics

Common
Name

Latin Name Seeds Cuttings

Green Mint Mentha Yes, but
difficult

Yes

Oregano Origanum vulgare Yes Yes

Basil Ocimum basilicum Yes Yes

Sage Salvia officinalis Yes Yes

Stevia Stevia rebaudiana Yes Yes

Lemon Balm Melissa officinalis Yes Yes

Rosemary Rosmarinus
officinalis

Yes Yes (preferred
method)

Common Name Latin Name Seeds Cuttings

Lettuce Lactuca sativa Yes Yes

Spinach Spinacia oleracea Yes Yes
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PH Levels for Hydroponic
Vegetables
Knowing the ph level of your water is essential. To obtain the best yield and healthiest
plants, you'll want to give your vegetables the optimal growing environment. 
A range of 5.5-6.5 is suitable for most plants. Some plants, such as pumpkins, can grow
successfully between 5.5-7.5.

Taste of Hydroponic Vegetables
It's likely that when you tell people you're growing hydroponically, they will tell you things
such as:

They're are tasteless

There are no vitamins

They aren't organic

They are unhealthy

These are just some of the reason's people claim they don't like vegetables that are grown
in water. If there is a difference in taste it will be down to the quality of the food in the
water. Even if, tomatoes (as an example) are grown in different qualities of soil, there is a
taste difference. The same is true for the vitamin content.

There will always be people who are unwilling to accept the fact that many plants can be
grown this way, as some people are closed minded.Don't waste your time trying to sway
them, just enjoy your freshly grown crops.

Common Name Latin Name Seeds Cuttings

Bok Choy Brassica chinensis Yes Yes

Tomatoes Solanum lycopersicum Yes Yes

Peppers Capsicum Yes, sometimes Yes

Cucumber Cucumis sativus Yes Yes

Celery Apium graveolens Yes Yes
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Growing House Plants
Hydroponically
Below is a list of house plants that are ideal to grow without soil. These will grow quite
happily in a hydroponic system.

You may know many of them and be growing them already. So why not use a cutting and
begin growing it in your new system? Not only are houseplants beautiful to have in a
home, but they also help clean the air by absorbing carbon dioxide. Which of these will
you try cultivating in water?

House Plants Well Suited to
Hydroponics

The Benefits of Growing
Vegetables Hydroponically at

Common Name Latin Name Seeds Cuttings

Devil's Ivy Epipremnum aureum No Yes

Arrowhead Vine Syngonium podophyllum No Yes

Philodendron Philodendron
bipinnatifidum

Yes Yes

Peace Lily Spathiphyllum Yes Yes

Chinese Money Plant Pilea peperomioides Yes Yes

Female Dragon Dracaena draco Yes Yes, but
difficult

Dumb Cane/Leopard
Lily

Dieffenbachia No Yes

Chinese Evergreen Aglaonema commutatum Yes, but
difficult

Yes

Spider Plant Chlorophytum comosum Yes Yes
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Home
When you go to the grocery store, do you feel like you are forced to buy what they have?
Of course, you could go to a farmers' market and shop around at some of the specialty
shops. But let's be realistic, who has the time to do that? Especially if you have a family
and a job, there just aren't enough hours in the day to be as conscientious as we feel we
should be.

We all want to provide healthy good quality food for ourselves and our family. Every day
there seems to be a new article either online or on the news about GMO foods or toxins in
the water from farms. By growing it yourself, you know what you're eating, and you know
what has been used to nourish that plant you're bringing to your table.

If you're a traditional gardener, you may balk at the thought of growing plants in what
some say is an artificial environment. I felt the same until I did some research.

It turns out hydroponically grown vegetables have an equal amount of vitamins as those
grown in the ground. Of course, this is dependent on the quality of the nutrients you are
putting in their growing water. However, the same can be said for soils. If you grow a plant
in poor soil, it will be lacking in flavor—if it grows at all. The nutrition you receive from it will
also be lessened. (Organically grown vegetables can also vary in vitamin content as well.)

Here's a quick list of some of the benefits of growing plants hydroponically:

You know where your food came from.

You can avoid using any pesticides.

Hydroponic plants generally grow faster than those grown in soil.

The yields are often greater than those grown in soil.

You don't need a garden space—or much space at all—to grow plants.

Hydroponic plants generally attract fewer pests and diseases.

There are no weeds to pull.

Hydroponic gardening saves water.

Where Does Your Food Come From?

Maybe the greatest benefit of growing your own food hydroponically is that you
know exactly where it came from and how it was grown. Plus, you can be sure that

no harmful pesticides were used.
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Helpful Tips for Growing Plants
Indoors Hydroponically
Here are a few additional tips and considerations to keep in mind for your new hydroponic
garden:

Lighting: Just because a plant is grown in water doesn't necessarily mean it doesn't still
need sunlight. Especially in the case of fruits and vegetables like tomatoes and most
anything with flowers, you'll need to either place your plants near a south-facing
window or figure out some other way to get them much-needed light—ideally at least
six hours a day. Unfortunately, this can be very complicated due to various spectrums of
light, intensity, and power, not to mention the different needs of different plants. For
more information, check out this primer on The Basics of Hydroponic Lighting.

pH Level: Depending on what you're trying to grow, not having the optimum pH level of
your water can greatly diminish your plants' ability to absorb vitamins, carbohydrates,
and other nutrients. (For instance, most of the herbs mentioned above thrive in a pH
level that is lower than that of most tap water.) So it's important to check the ideal pH
preferences of your plants and adjust the water accordingly.

Climate/Temperature: As most plants prefer a temperature between 60–80°F, it's
important to keep an eye on how hot or cold it gets around your hydroponic garden.
Sometimes you'll need to protect it from the heat generated by your grow lamps or a
nearby radiator. Other times you'll need to protect them from falling temperatures in
the winter, even though they're indoors.

What is nutrient film technique (NFT)?

Nutrient film technique (NFT) is an active hydroponics system where water containing
dissolved nutrients is pumped into a grow tray, so that those nutrients can be absorbed by
plants as the water passes through their roots. That water is then drained into a lower
reservoir to be eventually pumped back through the grow tray.

It is one of the most popular and versatile systems for hydroponics and can be particularly
useful for fast-growing, lightweight plants like lettuce—though it is not as effective for
growing heavier crops such as tomatoes. For more information, check out this helpful The
Spruce article on Nutrient Film Technique Hydroponic Gardens.

What's the Difference Between
Hydroponics, Aquaculture, and
Aquaponics?

https://www.thespruce.com/hydroponic-lighting-basics-1939224
https://www.thespruce.com/hydroponic-gardens-nutrient-film-technique-1939220
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It's easy to get confused by the terminology, as there's jargon specific to various
cultivation techniques. There are also many people who use the words interchangeably,
which further adds to the confusion. In fact, the term aquaculture includes water plants, so
you can see how people are easily misled by the tangle of terminology.

Let's clear up what we're talking about to shed some light on the subject:

Hydroponics: This refers to growing plants in water that has minerals and nutrients
added. For larger plants, often clay pebbles, coir, perlite, or gravel is used to support
the roots. There is no soil.

Aquaculture: This is the raising of fish, crustaceans, mollusks, aquatic plants, and
algae. Fish farming, which we have done on our farm, comes under this category.

Aquaponics: This combines the two areas of aquaculture and hydroponics, using fertile
waste water from fish or other aquaculture activity to enrich the water for the plants.
Often plants will be grown on top of a tank, aquarium, or lake, with fish swimming (and
defecating) below.

A Video About Hydroponics
Below is a video about growing plants in a hydroponic system. The gentleman in the video
uses Rockwool insulation to suspend the lettuce seedlings in the plastic basket in the
water. Although this setup is larger than you may want, I've included it because you can
see how quickly your plants will grow and how healthy they look.

The lighting for water system plants can vary. Some people use fluorescent bulbs, as the
man in the video has. Others use LED lights or natural light. When using natural light, often
the gardener will have their plants lined up vertically near their window. This is known as
window farming or window gardening.

Some systems use a small air pump, the type used in an aquarium to keep the water
moving and to keep the water aerated. You may find you don't need one if you are adding
water every couple of days along with your fertilizer.

Why Not Give Hydroponics a Try?
I can think of no reason not to try using a hydroponic system, even if you use it in
conjunction with your normal gardening. This means you can have fresh food when you
want it, and the food miles work out to about 6 feet depending on the size of your kitchen.
It sure beats having it flown in from a country thousands of miles away.

Kids will love seeing the plants growing in front of them. They may even be more receptive
to eating their greens if they have helped grow them.

Should you be looking for even more information on how to set up your own hydroponics
system, consider checking out these other helpful Dengarden articles:
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Getting Started With Hydroponic Gardening

How to Build an Indoor Hydroponic Vegetable Garden

Questions & Answers
Question: Hydroponic feeding solution are chemicals. Is there a natural or organic way to
grow it in water?

Answer: Yes, you can use an animal fertilizer or make a compost tea and use that in your
system.

Question: Is a hydroponics system expensive?

Answer: Like anything else, it can be, but it doesn't have to be. Some systems are
elaborate, and others are basic. We used to do ours in our lake that had tilapia, so ours
was inexpensive. A neighbor has one with a series of pipes that feed his hydroponic
strawberries. I want to refer you to YouTube because many ingenious people have
developed low-cost ways of raising plants hydroponically.

If you're on a farm, it's likely you'll have suitable materials that were from another project
that you can use.

Question: Is mud or coconut coir needed to grow indoor hydroponic gardens?

Answer: No, neither of those are required. If you have erect plants, then you may opt for
pebbles to give the roots stability.

Question: I am researching having or building a greenhouse in the tropics. I am curious if
you choose not to use glass but other material like gauze for example. I was wondering if
there are also maximum temperatures for plants to grow? Or should you then look into
systems that can cool the air?

Answer: I live in the tropics and can tell you gauze would not work. The problem is the UV
exposure. This causes a problem for fabric and plastics. Your best bet would be to look
into 'polytunnels' in the country you plan to go to. Look for ones that can withstand strong
UV light.

You will also want one that is easily vented to allow air to flow through. Any time you have
to cool or heat the air in a growing area, the costs can become prohibitive. The
temperature will depend on the specific type of plant you plant to grow.

Question: What are the economic benefits of growing vegetables hydroponically?

Answer: That is not a straightforward question. To start growing vegetables in a water
medium, the set up can be quite expensive, so you may think there is no economic benefit.
There are a lot of variables such as location, temperature, and whether you have the
option to grow in the soil.

Although you will need to nourish your plants, you will see a cost savings in not using
pesticides and other treatments commonly used in soil based crops. This is especially true
if your set up is indoors.

https://dengarden.com/gardening/Getting-Started-Hydroponics-Gardening-Basics
https://dengarden.com/gardening/Set-Up-an-Indoor-Hydroponic-System
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The long term global appeal is even better because it increase the area for potential
cultivation.

Question: Can you grow bail in a glass of water?

Answer: Yes, you can. Add a hydroponic feeding solution, and place it in a position where
it can get light.

Question: If planting outside in direct sunlight can't these plants that are well suited for
hydroponics still grow?

Answer: Yes, but you will need to have plants that are a variety that can be in direct sun.

Question: Can I plant cacao hydroponically?

Answer: The Cacao tree can reach heights of 30 feet and take up to 5 years to produce.
This is best planted in the soil.

Question: Could an indoor hydroponics system be a breeding ground for mosquitoes?

Answer: Depending on where you live, mosquitoes can be problematic. Vigilance is key.
Check for larva in the water. You will be able to see them wiggling. Use a sieve to pull them
out. If you find you have a lot, mesh screens can help. It depends on your set up. Is it inside
or out? The point is in a system that is supposed to be healthy, you don't want to use an
insecticide.

Question: Would basil be a good candidate for the herbs also?

Answer: Yes, it would. It does well in either soil or a hydroponic system.

© 2016 Mary Wickison

As always, I love to hear your
comments.
Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on September 06, 2020:

That is great Vera, you now have the confidence and experience to add other types of
plants.

Vera on September 03, 2020:

I already grow kale and bok choy and would like to expand my hydroponic repertoire.

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on March 27, 2020:

Hi Jenni,

Tomatoes require 6-6.5

Your snow peas 6-6.8

They should do fine with your kale and lettuce.

Your 3" pot will be fine. As you mention, you'll have to stake those plants.
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Good luck and good harvest.

Jenni on March 20, 2020:

Hi Mary, I’ve been growing kale and lettuce in a hydroponic garden. It has 16 holes to grow
things but they all get the same water and nutrients. Can I plant tomatoes and snow peas
in some of the holes or do they require to different of a ph and or different nutritional
needs. Also my net pots are 3 inc. Is that big enough to support a tomatoe? I have stone
wool and clay pebbles and could make string supports from my curtain rods to the plant ?

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on February 26, 2020:

Hi Abdul,

That's great. I wish you success with your new way of growing.

Abul Hasan on February 25, 2020:

I'm just start hydroponics

Giovanni on September 26, 2019:

Hi, I was wondering, can all the plants be grown together? I was thinking of a setup with
Spinaches, Tomatoes, Bell Pepper and Lettuce, but I wonder if these plants do not have
different needs in term of nutrients

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on June 12, 2019:

Hello Wambuikamau,

Yes it would if it was done on a local basis.

Unfortunately, many of the indoor crops such as flowers are exported. Yes that brings in
the country money but it uses valuable water resources.

Wambuikamau on June 03, 2019:

Hallo

This is just but great.

It would make a great difference in Africa where scarcity of food is key.

Kind regards

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on February 26, 2019:

Use fluorescent lighting with a view to changing over to LED when you can afford it.

A couple things to note about using florescent lighting, use a reflector to utilize as much of
the light as possible.

Secondly don't switch it off and on. I see this occurring in offices and hospitals.I have seen
signs reminding people to switch off the light. That reminder is likely making their
electricity costs much higher. That initial kick to start a fluorescent bulb is when much of
the energy is used.

Bilal Habib on January 28, 2019:
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Hi Mary, we have now finalized on strawberries. Since these will be grown completely
indoors, can you recommend a lighting solution apart from LED. LED is way too expensive,
and we can live with a little higher power cost in the initial stages, as long as the Capex is
lower.

thanks

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on January 15, 2019:

Many people have both for various reasons. If you live in a cooler climate, having indoor
plants will give you a year round growing season.

It's a good idea, if you have the space and the time.

MLT on January 14, 2019:

I would like to have hydroponic plants growing indoors, to maintain container/soil growing
outdoors.

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on November 29, 2018:

What I would suggest before you consider investing any money is look into solar lighting.
On YouTube there are videos that show how to make these using soft drink bottles, mineral
water, and bleach. Although people are using these in their homes, you may be able to use
them in your warehouse.

Once installed you will be able to better assess whether they will provide enough light to
grow lettuce.

The cost is minimal.

Bilal Habib on November 29, 2018:

Hi, i would like to start a commercial hydropoincs set up. I have a 10,000 sqft building, with
no direct sun light. Can I grow Iceberg lettuce indoors/without sunlight/hydroponically? I
read your article, mentioning Lettuce as an indoor plant, but later, you mention "IF YOU
GIVE IT LIGHT." LED for 10,000 sqftt would be way too expensive.

In Pakistan, there is a huge demand for Iceberg lettuce, so i was wondering if I would be
able to grow it in the already existing building.

Any input would be greatly appreciated.

thanks

Bilal

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on October 26, 2018:

Hi Joy thanks for your question.

The answer is yes, you can grow cauliflower in an tower. You may find a variety with a
smaller head will work better. Some cauliflower heads are huge and they would require
supporting if you decide to grow those.

joy on October 25, 2018:

can you grow callflower in a tower
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Summy Roy from Lajpat Nagar on September 18, 2018:

Very nice! Its really very useful for health.

Aixa Powell on August 10, 2018:

Very useful and interesting information.

NAGA Prabhu Kondaveeti on June 10, 2018:

Very useful information.

Thank you.

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on April 10, 2018:

I think once people try it and grow something successfully, they are hooked and can see
the benefits of hydroponics. It is just getting people to understand there is a different way.

I liken it to everyone believing the Earth was flat, that was all they knew so didn't question
it.

Thanks for telling us about your experience.

--- on April 10, 2018:

Great article. I only grow in an Aerogarden and love my peppers, herbs, lettuce and
flowers. It is nice to find articles for Hydroponics.

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on October 25, 2017:

Hi Gina,

It could be any one of various things including PH, food, light, and even the chlorine in tap
water. It also could be the plant itself.

Just as planting in soil, some plants take off and others can be weak.

Of course, airborne cleaning chemicals or air fresheners could be the culprit and care
should be taken when using them around any plants.

There are also types of fungus and bacteria which will cause transparency in the leaves of
the arrowhead plant. It is worth mentioning, that once you have a plant growing well in
the nutrient-rich water, the plant be more resistant to diseases than one which is growing
in soil.

Gina N. on October 23, 2017:

Thank you for this article. I never planted before. I bought an arrowhead plant in soil pot. I
rinsed the roots and put in a clear vase as instructed by your article. It's a success!!!! I was
so excited. Thank you.

Now, I need help. My arrowhead leaves turn into transparency. Does the plant need
food/light or get damaged by household chemical?

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on October 12, 2017:

Hi Amy,
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Thanks for the question. I think you could grow dandelion and clover but not the plantain.
Here in Brazil, we grow bananas and although they like a continually moist soil, they don't
like the roots in water.

Thanks again for your question and let me know how you get on.

Amy Arndt on October 08, 2017:

This may sound like a strange question, but do you think this would be a good way to
grow weeds? Dandelion, plantain, clover, etc? I would like to keep a winter indoor weed
garden for my tortoises and this seems like it would be a good way. Thank you for your
time.

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on September 14, 2017:

You're right, supporting plants can be problematic for tomatoes. It does depend on finding
a system that works best and staying adaptable to looking for better ways.

I have seen some ingenious ways people get around a problem.

As you say, light too can be a problem. Erect and vine plants need space and more
thought before growing them in a hydroponic system.

Often if people start with the compact plants such as lettuce, and become confident with
their system, this helps them try others. Once you have had a few successes, it makes you
begin to think, "what else can I try?".

I think we will begin to see more and more grown hydroponically as it opens up areas
which, for whatever reason, were not able to be cultivated in a traditional way.

Thank you for your comment.

Indoor Hydroponics on September 14, 2017:

Nice article. I've found that growing tomatoes in an indoor area is impractical due to the
need to support them as well as the difficulty in ensuring that they consistently get enough
light across the entire vertical length of the plant. Similar issues with cucumber. Other, non-
vine plants have worked well for me, though, including lettuce, bok choy and peppers.

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on November 23, 2016:

Hi Alicia,

It means gardening can be year round, no more waiting for spring. Thanks for reading
today.

Linda Crampton from British Columbia, Canada on November 22, 2016:

Thanks for sharing this useful information, Mary. I'm going to think about growing a few
plants hydroponically. It's certainly a tempting idea!

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on November 21, 2016:

Hi Nell,

Thanks, I think a bit of greenery in the home can make all the difference, especially during
winter.

Pleased you enjoyed it.
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Nell Rose on November 20, 2016:

This is so cool! If I had the money and the space this is the way that I would go! fascinating
read! and great idea!

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on November 17, 2016:

Hi Dora,

I'm glad you liked it. Gardening, be it indoors or outdoors, is a wonderful activity which
brings people together. It's perfect for your strong community.

Hi Nancy,

Some might think you have the best of both worlds but I can see the problems you might
have if you are moving between the two properties. Each environment has its own set of
problems, insects and planting schedule. I can see where a hydroponic system could work
for you. A portable one would be best. "Have plants, will travel." can be your new motto!

Thanks for reading

Nancy Yager from Hamburg, New York on November 17, 2016:

This is my dream to have a hydroponic garden. Owning 2 homes, one in northern and one
in Southern US, I find it difficult to grow in either climate. I have begun to grow herbs in my
home and hope to expand to other vegetables. Your article inspires me to do more.

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on November 09, 2016:

Hi Mizbejabbers,

Yes, but on a larger scale. We had ours in our lakes during the time we were raising tilapia.
We used fish cages and floated the plants in those. With 10,000 tilapia providing the free
fertilizer.

We have sandy soil here and it is a struggle to keep it nutrient rich. We are seeing more
and more hydroponically grown vegetables in our supermarket here.

I know exactly how you feel about the cost. I feel the same about it every time I water our
soil based vegetable garden.

Dora Weithers from The Caribbean on November 09, 2016:

Thanks for the vocabulary lesson and also for all this great information and
demonstrations you share. I just had someone else in the house look at your article. Quite
interesting and useful!

Mizbejabbers on November 09, 2016:

This is a good well-researched article -- in theory. Have you tried this for yourself because
it is much more easily said than done? We finally gave up because we raised the most
expensive tomatoes in town.

Mary Wickison (author) from Brazil on November 08, 2016:

You are good at DIY, there are some set ups using PVC pipe which aren't costly. Plus, no
weeding!

Thanks for reading.
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Bill Holland from Olympia, WA on November 08, 2016:

I really wish I had the money to set up a system like this. I'm fascinated by the theory and
application, but it appears to be fairly expensive to sit up initially. Still, thanks for the
information.


